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Study of Sub Urban and Non Sub Urban Passenger Earnings of Indian Railway 
 
Abstract 
 

 Indian railway is the most cheapest and convenient long distance transport system. The main 
sources of revenue of Indian railway are fare and freight. Fare earnings are earned from passenger 
business and freight earnings are earned from bulk commodities business. Passenger earnings are mainly 
divided into 2 types - sub urban passenger earnings and non-sub urban passenger earnings. Sub urban 
passengers are the passengers travelling between the central business district and suburbs. Sub urban 
passengers are found in cities Delhi, Bombay, Madras and Calcutta. They are also seen in Hyderabad, 
Barbanki, Lucknow, Kanpur and Bangalore. Non sub urban passengers mean the passengers other than 
sub urban passengers. Here in this research paper the researcher tries to study and compare the sub urban 
and non-sub urban passenger earnings and their volume. 
 

Research Key words:  
Sub urban passengers, Non-sub urban passengers, Sub urban earnings per passenger per km, Non-sub 
urban earnings per passenger per km 
 

Research Problem 
From the financial point of view for many years consecutively the railway budgets ran into deficit. These 
involved large indebtedness to the government. In terms of financial operations it is also explicitly 
found that the deficits are caused largely by the rise in cost of inputs, wages of railway personnel, social 
responsibilities diversion in expenditure and operational inefficiency particularly in the form of 
underutilization of wagons capacity. On the other side passenger traffic has shown huge rise in last 
decade, which proves passenger revenue must have risen.  Here in this research paper, researcher has 
tried to study about passenger traffic and passenger earnings which are one of the main sources of 
revenue of Indian railways. If passenger traffic has shown rise revenue should also have risen or vice 
versa. Again if revenue has not raised parallel to passenger rise what are the reasons after it? Is there 
any difference in share of earnings from sub urban passengers and non-sub urban passengers in total 
earnings? 
 

Research Introduction 
 

With its more than 150 years old history, Rail transport is a commonly used mode of long-
distance transportation in India. It is handled by a state-owned public utility of the Government of India 
under the Ministry of Railways. It is the third largest railway network in the world with 7,216 railway 
stations, 2,51,256 wagons, 11,122 locomotives, 53,101passenger coaches and 66,867 route kilometers 
as on 31st March 2016. It carries 8107 millions of passenger traffic and covers 11,43,039 million 
passenger kms in a year. It transports around 1,108.62 million tonnes of freight traffic and covers 
6,55,605 million tonnes kms in a year. It currently has 1,331 thousand employees and an average wage 
per employee is Rs.7,18,147annually. Its operations cover 17 zones, twenty seven states and two union 
territories and also provide limited service to Nepal, Bangladesh and Pakistan.  
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The main source of earning of Indian railway is fare and freight. Fare is earned from passenger 
traffic and freight is earned from freight traffic. Passenger traffic is divided into two types: sub urban 
passengers and non-sub urban passengers. Sub urban passengers are the passengers from cities Delhi, 
Bombay, Madras and Calcutta. They are also found in Hyderabad, Barbanki, Lucknow, Kanpur and 
Bangalore. Sub urban passengers are local commuters of these cities or nearby villages or town. All 
other passengers else sub urban passengers are known as non-sub urban passengers. 

Review of Literature 
 

a) According to G.Raghuram and Rachna Gangwar in the working paper series of IIMA  “Indian 
Railways in the past twenty years – Issues, Performance and Challenges”  for the period 1987-
88 to 2006-07.The operating ratio had reached a peak of 98.3% in 2000-01, reflecting a relatively 
poor performance, after which, it had reduced year on year till 91.0% in 2004-05. It dropped sharply 
to 78.7% in 2006-07, which shows a good come back for railway. The deferred dividend liability from 
1978-79 onwards aggregated to Rs 428.43 crore by end of March, 1990. The amount was cleared by 
1992-93. The dividend payable in 2000-01 and 2001-02 worked out to be Rs 2,131 crore and 2,337 
crore respectively, out of which Rs 1,823 crore and Rs 1,000 crore respectively have been transferred 
to a deferred dividend liability account. It can be seen from it, that the deferred dividend payments 
have happened in the “good” years, which have followed the “bad” years when the IR would have 
sought deferment of the dividend. Again railway has shown a good come back in 2006-07. 
http://www.iimahd.ernet.in/publications/data/2008-07-05Raghuram.pdf 
Date Retrieved:-  19-01-2012 
 

b) G. Raghuram during February 2007, in his research paper titled “Turnaround of Indian Railways: A 
critical appraisal of strategies and Processes” has powerfully analyzed the whole turnaround - main 
strategies planned and implemented for turnaround related with freight, passenger revenue, parcel 
services, advertisement, changes in maintaining accounts etc. He has strongly pointed in his paper that 
the turnaround may be during the tenure of Railway Minister Lalu Prasad Yadav, but its seeds were 
sown by Mr.Nitish Kumar and Madam Mamta Banerjee also. No, doubt Mr. Lalu Prasad has shown his 
strong leadership during his tenure - for all the dealings of MR with IR, he appointed a nodal person 
Mr.Sudhir kumar as an OSD an Ex IAS officer in Bihar. Mr.Sudhir was a man who understood that the 
internal officers had smart innovative ideas for turnaround which were in line with MR’s thinking. 
After keenly examining those ideas in appropriate functional department an appropriate action was 
finalized and implemented quickly by him. For sustainability of turnaround at the end of the paper 
G.Raghuram strongly emphasized that the political leadership should have one aim and intention and 
should have consistency in direction. He said that new strategies should be framed time to time 
scientifically, customer centric strategies should be developed more. Railway should focus on 
organizational restructuring and should follow ahead many of the ways given in Indian Railway Report 
2001, and Tandon Committee Report 1994. 
http://www.iimahd.ernet.in/publications/data/2007-02-03graghuram.pdf 

Date Retrieved:- 19-01-2012 

c) As per the working group report for 12th plan (2012-2017) investment of Rs 2,33,289cr was 
planned in the XI plan with Rs 63,635 as Gross Budgetary Support, which included railways share from 
Central Road Fund and Rs 13,572cr as support for National Projects, Rs 90,000cr from Internal 
Resource component and Rs 79,654cr from Extra Budgetary Sources. The financial achievement of the 
Plan is short of the target by Rs 29,978cr (12.9%). The Internal Resource component is short by 
Rs.18,168cr (20.1%) and the Extra Budgetary Sources are short by Rs 25,196cr (31.6%). The Gross 
Budgetary Support has exceeded the target by Rs 13,386cr (21%). As per the projection for the 12th 
Plan the requirement under Gross Budgetary Support is Rs.3,54,024cr, under Railway Safety Fund Rs. 
16,842cr, Internal Resources Rs.2,01,805cr and Extra Budgetary Resources Rs.1,47,000cr. Major 
requirement of funds has been projected under New Lines – Rs.12,2,3000cr, Rolling Stock – 

http://www.iimahd.ernet.in/publications/data/2008-07-05Raghuram.pdf
http://www.iimahd.ernet.in/publications/data/2007-02-03graghuram.pdf
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Rs.1,57,818 cr and Investment in PSUs/JVs/SPVs – Rs.1,42,665cr (out of which Rs 1,06,465cr is for 
Western & Eastern DFC being implemented by DFCCIL). Twelfth plan lays down the objective for 
faster, more inclusive and sustainable growth. From the national perspective there is a high level of 
expectation from Indian Railways to not only providing adequate transportation capacity but also to 
meet the accelerating demands for high quality services imposed by the vibrant economy. The key 
areas where Indian Railways need to focus are creation of capacity, modernization of network, 
improvement in asset utilization and productivity, modernization of rolling stock & maintenance 
practices and improving the quality of services. Capacity creation focus needs to be especially on 
creating new capacities on high density corridors and removing bottlenecks on existing network to 
support higher traffic volumes. Eastern & Western DFCs are major capacity enhancing investments for 
I.R. and would need to be completed in the Twelfth Plan. The Dedicated Freight Corridors are expected 
to be commissioned by March 2017. The advantage of the capacity generated by this major 
infrastructure project shall not be available during the XII plan.  
http://planningcommission.gov.in/aboutus/committee/wrkgrp12/transport/report/wg_railway.pdf 
Date Retrieved:- 11-12-2013 
 

d) In the book “Indian Railways Vision 2020” by Ministry of Railways published in December 2009, under 
the ministry of madam Mamta Banerjee addressed railway as a vehicle of inclusive development and 
national integration. According to it, in future railway will accelerate economic growth, open up new 
avenues for employment in the primary, secondary and tertiary sectors and also promote 
geographically and socially balanced growth. Gross Revenue of the Indian Railways has remained at a 
level of around 1.2% of India's GDP over the last 10 years and now Vision’s to take it to 3% in the next 
10 years by developing a sharper commercial focus with a strong social commitment. It proposes to 
add 25,000 kms of New Lines by 2020, supported by government funding and a major increase in 
Public Private Partnerships (PPPs). A major expansion of capacity is planned through doubling and 
quadrupling of lines, complete segregation of passenger and freight lines on High Density Network 
(HDN) routes, substantial segregation on other routes, and electrification on busy trunk routes. More 
than 30,000 kms of route would be of double/multiple lines (compared to around 18,000 kms today). 
Maximum speed of passenger trains would be raised from 110 or 130 kmph at present to 160-200 
kmph. Freight trains to be raised from 60kmph to 100kmph. Gauge conversion programme would be 
completed by 2020. The entire network barring the hill and heritage railways would be in broad gauge. 
33,000kms of route will be electrified i.e additional electrification of 14,000kms in 10 years. For 
railway safety mission zero tolerance of accident a support is asked from state government for 
partnership. 
http://www.indianrailways.gov.in/railwayboard/uploads/directorate/infra/downloads/VISION_202
0_Eng_SUBMITTED_TO_PARLIAMENT.pdf 
Date Retrieved:-  13-12-2014 
 

e) In the book published by Indian Railway “Railway statistics” general, economic and financial, 
commercial, operating, repair and maintenance and administrative statistics with terminologies, ratios 
and formulas is presented in detail. It covers specific terminology and their meanings in an 
understandable language. It also provides different types of ratios under different heads with their 
meaning, importance and utility. These ratios can become the basic accounting technique for any 
researcher during research. For an unknown person to become financially literate in railway this book 
is an aid.  
http://122.252.243.98/ZRTI/statistics.pdf 
Date Retrieved:- 10-12-2013 

 
Research Objective 
To study and compare sub urban and non-sub urban passenger earnings of Indian Railway 
 
 
 

http://planningcommission.gov.in/aboutus/committee/wrkgrp12/transport/report/wg_railway.pdf
http://www.indianrailways.gov.in/railwayboard/uploads/directorate/infra/downloads/VISION_2020_Eng_SUBMITTED_TO_PARLIAMENT.pdf
http://www.indianrailways.gov.in/railwayboard/uploads/directorate/infra/downloads/VISION_2020_Eng_SUBMITTED_TO_PARLIAMENT.pdf
http://122.252.243.98/ZRTI/statistics.pdf
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Research Sample: INDIAN RAILWAY 
 

Research Period: The period taken for research study is from 1999-2000 to 2013-14 covering 15years 

Research Tools: 
Accounting technique ratio analysis is used.  
 Earning per passenger per km = Total passenger earnings/ Total passenger kms 

Statistical calculations like average, minimum, maximum, standard deviation, coefficient of variation 
are used. 
 
Data Analysis 
Distribution of Passenger Earnings among Sub Urban and Non Sub Urban Passengers 
 

Year Sub Urban 
Earning Per 
Passenger 
Km       
(in paise) 

Non Sub Urban 
Earning Per 
Passenger Km  
(in paise) 

Total Share of Sub Urban 
Earning Per 
Passenger Km in   
total earning  
(in %) 

Share of Non Sub 
Urban Earning Per 
Passenger Km in 
total earning  
(in %) 

Share of Sub Urban 
Passengers in total 
passengers      (in 
%) 

Share of Non 
Sub Urban 
Passengers in 
total 
passengers      
(in %) 

1999-00 12.27 24.63 36.90 33.26% 66.74% 60.44% 39.56% 
2000-01 12.28 25.51 37.79 32.49% 67.51% 59.20% 40.80% 
2001-02 12.45 25.14 37.59 33.12% 66.88% 58.88% 41.12% 
2002-03 13.65 26.62 40.27 33.89% 66.11% 59.02% 40.98% 
2003-04 13.09 26.96 40.05 32.68% 67.32% 58.41% 41.59% 
2004-05 12.92 26.98 39.90 32.39% 67.61% 59.09% 40.91% 
2005-06 12.88 26.92 39.80 32.37% 67.63% 58.15% 41.85% 
2006-07 12.75 27.02 39.77 32.06% 67.94% 56.50% 43.50% 
2007-08 13.10 28.02 41.12 31.86% 68.14% 56.55% 43.45% 
2008-09 12.94 28.40 41.33 31.30% 68.70% 54.94% 45.06% 
2009-10 12.75 28.15 40.90 31.17% 68.83% 53.49% 46.51% 
2010-11 13.02 28.43 41.45 31.42% 68.58% 53.08% 46.92% 
2011-12 13.37 29.17 42.54 31.43% 68.57% 53.21% 46.79% 
2012-13 13.80 30.78 44.58 30.96% 69.04% 53.16% 46.84% 
2013-14 13.41 34.61 48.02 27.93% 72.07% 54.21% 45.79% 
Average 13 28 40.80     
Minimum 12.27 24.63 36.90 27.93% 66.11% 53.08% 39.56% 
Maximum 13.80 34.61 48.02 33.89% 72.07% 60.44% 46.92% 
Standard 
Deviation 

0.45 2.46 2.79     

Co 
efficient of 
Variation 

0.03 0.09 0.07     

(20 years analysis, paper by G.Raghuram and Rachna Gangwar and annual reports of various years) 

Sub urban earnings Per Passenger km show fluctuating trend during the research period. It 
range lies from 12.27paise to 13.80paise. It is minimum at 12.27paise in 1999-00 and maximum at 
13.80paise in 2012-13. It has shown an overall rise by 1.14paise. Its trend shows consistency during the 
research period. 

Non sub urban earnings per passenger per km show fluctuating trend during the research period. It 
range lies from 24.63paise to 34.61paise. It is minimum at 24.63paise in 1999-00 and maximum at 
34.61paise in 2013-14. It has shown an overall rise by 9.98paise. Its trend shows consistency during the 
research period. 
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Share of suburban earnings per passenger km in total passenger km show fluctuating trend during the 
research period. It range lies from 27.93% to 33.89%. It is minimum at 27.93% in 2013-14 and 
maximum at 33.89% in 2002-03. It has shown an overall fall by 5.33%. 

Share of non-suburban earnings per passenger km in total passenger km show fluctuating trend 
during the research period. It range lies from 66.11% to 72.07%. It is minimum at 66.11% in 2002-03 
and maximum at 72.07% in 2013-14. It has shown an overall rise by 5.33%. 

Share of suburban passenger in total passenger show fluctuating trend during the research 
period. It range lies from 53.08% to 60.44%. It is minimum at 53.08% in 2010-11 and maximum at 
60.44% in 1999-00. It has shown an overall fall by 6.23%. 

Share of non-suburban passenger in total passenger show fluctuating trend during the research period. 
It range lies from 39.56% to 46.92%. It is minimum at 39.56% in 1999-00 and maximum at 46.92% in 
2010-11. It has shown an overall rise by 6.23%. 

From the above exhibit it is seen that the share of suburban passenger earning per passenger km is less 
against non-suburban passenger earning; but the share of suburban passenger in total passengers is 
more as against non-suburban passengers, which proves that the earnings from passenger service in 
sub urban is low but the total number of passenger originating in sub urban is high. At present in 2013-
14 27.23% of earning is generated from suburban passengers but their share in total passengers is 
54.21%; the earnings from non-sub urban passengers is 72.07%, but their share in total passengers is 
45.79% 
 

Findings  

Sub urban earning per passenger km has shown an overall rise by 1.14paise and has reached to 
13.41paise in 2013-14. 

1. Non-Suburban earning per passenger km has shown an overall rise by 9.98paise and has reached to 
34.61paise in 2013-14. 

2. Number of passengers originating in sub urban and non-sub urban shows rising trend, but 
passengers in suburban have shown less rise as against non-sub urban, but in total share, the share of 
sub urban is more than non-sub urban. The share of sub urban passengers and non-suburban 
passengers in 2013-14 is 54.21% and 45.79%. 

3. In 2013-14 the sub urban passenger earning per passenger km is 13.41paise, while the earning of 
non-suburban passenger km is 34.61paise. 27.23% of earning is generated from suburban 
passengers in 2013-14 and their share in total passengers is 54.21%; the earnings from non-sub 
urban passengers is 72.07%, and their share in total passengers is 45.79%, this proves that total 
passengers are originating more from sub urban but their earnings are less compared to non-
suburban, this is due to seasonal concessional fares to commuters in sub urban cities Delhi, Bombay, 
Chennai and Calcutta. This fares need to be revised so that railway can become financially sound. 

 

Suggestions 

• Seasonal concessional fares in sub urban needs to be revised 

• Passengers fares in non-sub urban also needs to be revised as passenger business is running in losses 
 

Conclusion 
 
 INDIAN RAILWAY is a public sector, so its main objective is to provide service to the citizen of 
India. It can be seen from its findings that it provides low fare services to its citizen residing in sub 
urban areas, again its fares charged to non-sub urban passengers are also comparatively low. 
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